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Welcome to Mount Olympics, the Olympic Games of the gods! Every four 
years the Greek gods of Olympus come together and host their own version of 

the Olympic games. Guests have been granted a special invitation and are 
welcomed into the Hippodrome of Olympus to take part in the games and 

experience the competition. 

Each guest will enter the land with their Olympus Power Cuff  RFID bands in 
order to be able to participate in the Challenges of Olympus, a series of 

interactive entertainment and games throughout the zone.  Those seeking 
thrills can embark on an adrenaline-pumping  high-energy roller coaster 
experience, Race for the Skies: Zeus vs Poseidon. On the other hand, the 

family-friendly dark ride, Match-Day Madness, offers a more immersive 
and interactive experience. 

After the games and excitement, guests can continue on to one of the food 
venues. Heracles' Gymnasium & Diner is a theatrical sit-down restaurant 

experience where guests can interact live with many of the famous gods from 
myth as they train for their competitions. Guests can also make their way to 

the arena’s open-air market, featuring Demeter's Harvest & Dionysus's Den, 
a food option for those looking for quick-service dining. 

After eating, guests should make sure to stop by Hermes’ Merchant 
Marketplace, the arena’s merch store location stocked all sorts of styled 

clothing, sports jerseys, and team pennants. Most important of all are the 
Battle Bolt and the Tournament Trident, exclusive collectibles sold at the 

marketplace which hold special powers that can be used at various locations 
around the park to create elemental effects to the rollercoaster.





Mount Olympics is designed in compliance with 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, so that everyone can join 
in the on the fun of this godly games day! All pathways have a width of a minimum of 4’, all ramps and slopes adhere 
to the required 1:12 rise/run ratio . Facilities are also designed to be wheelchair-accessible. Drinking fountains are also 
available at accessible heights. All rides have alternate vehicle seating options that are suitable for guests in 
wheelchairs. 

Experience Flythrough Video: 
https://youtu.be/h5SmKmJ-n7U

https://youtu.be/h5SmKmJ-n7U
https://youtu.be/h5SmKmJ-n7U


Located within a shaded section of the Hippodrome stands, Demeter’s Harvest and Dionysus’ Den hosts a number of 
quick-service food options for a bite between rides. Options include Greek-authentic meals like gyros and kebabs, and theme 
park classics like hot dogs and hamburgers, as well as healthy-eating choices and accommodations for food restrictions. The 
converted chariot-food stalls are owned and operated by Demeter, the goddess of agriculture and food, in association with 
Dionysus, the god of wine, festivities, and parties! His stands do serve alcohol throughout the day, but at night Dionysus takes 
over and turns the whole marketplace into a lively party for any guests looking to join in on the fun.

Demeter’s Harvest & Dionysus’ DenSample menu



In addition to food stalls, the marketplace also hosts a merchandise section, 
owned and operated by the god Hermes. His stands feature themed sports 
jerseys, Zeus and Poseidon team pennants, shirts, hoodies, hats, backpacks, 
and more. 

Merch item interaction with coaster elements

Hermes’ Merchant Marketplace

Adventurous guests looking to represent their favorite teams may 
also purchase our signature merchandise items, the Battle Bolt and 
the Tournament Trident, which can be used to control interactive 
elements that affect the Race for the Skies: Zeus vs Poseidon 
coasters that circle the arena.

Team Poseidon guests 
can wave their  
Tournament Tridents 
to trigger water and 
mist effects to cheer on 
their team in the great 
race! 

Battle Bolt- wielding 
guests on Team Zeus 
can trigger air blasts 
and sound effects for 
the coasters. 



The spirit of competition abounds at the zone-wide interactive entertainment offerings - Challenges of Olympus. Guests get to flex 
their  god-given powers as they compete for either team - Zeus or Poseidon - in different interactive games throughout the land. 
Battle it out in a tug of war powered by your jumps, compete in a musical dance-off to lull Cerberus to sleep, challenge your 
opponents in a shadow-fight, and much more!

Minigame example: Sleep, Cerberus, Sleep!

Challenges of Olympus also 
serves as an interactive virtual 
queue for guests wanting to 
ride Race for the Skies: Zeus vs 
Poseidon. Clock up points with 
your RFID Power Cuff for each 
time you defeat your 
opponents. 

Guests who choose not to ride 
Race for the Skies: Zeus vs 
Poseidon can still enjoy this 
entertainment offering.

The Power Cuff comes in a 
variety of sizes to 
accommodate all guests.



At  the training grounds, guests will step into a chariot and pick up their crossbow shooters to participate in a 
decathlon alongside the gods. However, the god of the underworld Hades bursts onto the scene with an army of 
monsters wanting to destroy the games. Zeus and Poseidon grant the guests their godly power as they battle the 
Hydra  and the Minotaur, each with their own unique strategies and weak spots, before progressing to the final boss: 
Hades. After an intense fight, the lord of the underworld will be defeated, only to admit he was just upset that he was 
not invited to the games. The final podium will be assigned according to which team scored the most points during the 
ride (Medals sold separately!). This interactive 3D adventure is fun for everyone! 

Dark Ride Concept Art 

Poseidon Chariot Zeus Chariot

Standard Vehicle & Wheelchair- 
Accessible Vehicle 



STORYBOARD

Scene 1: High-speed race with 
chariots powered by water and 
wind by Poseidon and Zeus.

Scene 2: Riders shoot arrows at 
targets with crossbows. This acts 
as the tutorial.

Scene 3: Suddenly Hades and his 
monsters  bursts from the 
cracked Earth. He is upset that he 
wasn't invited to the games and 
aims to ruin the day.

Scene 4: Riders first must defeat 
the minotaur. Zeus subs out their 
arrows for lightning bolts.

Scene 5: After defeating the 
minotaur, riders face the hydra. 
Poseidon subs out their lightning 
bolts for water spouts.

Scene 6: After defeating his 
monsters, riders face Hades 
himself. Zeus and Poseidon join 
their efforts against him.

Scene 7: After defeating Hades, 
Zeus and Poseidon realize they 
should have invited him and let 
him in on the fun. They give him 
his own toga-jersey.

Pre-Show: An animatronic of 
Referee Athena informs riders of 
the rules of the  decathlon they 
are about to embark on.

Specs:
Scene duration: 40sec 
Total Ride Duration: 4.67 min
No. of Vehicles: 18
Vehicle Capacity: 6
Theoretical Hourly Ride 
Capacity : 1378 pax/hr



Enter into the Temple to the Gods at the end of the Hippodrome, where Zeus and Poseidon are once again arguing, 
this time about who has the better looking sports toga. To prove themselves, they decide on a friendly competition: 
you have been chosen as their champion to compete in a flying race between Poseidon’s Pegasus and Zeus’ Wax 
Wings. Jump in the saddle or strap into the wings and prepare for a breakneck flight across the length of the 
Hippodrome, through the stands and up into the air as you strive to win for your patron god, or else face his wrath... 

Race for the Skies: Zeus versus Poseidon

Zeus’ Wax Wings vehicle

Poseidon’s Pegasus vehicle



This one-of-a-kind thrilling adventure will be the world’s first dueling coasters that offers riders 
the chance to soar in a flying position or race in a saddled horseback position. 

Guests waiting in the virtual queue test their mettle as the battle it out in a series of entertaining 
interactive games at the Challenges of Olympus. Each coaster train’s collective  points for the 
Challenges of Olympus will determine the launch speeds on the coaster and decide the ultimate 
winning side. Each guests’ points are totaled when they scan their Power Cuffs at the load station.

 Non-riders can also get in on the action by using the Battle Bolt and Tournament Trident at 
stations around the land to interact with the coaster via elemental effects.

Specifications for each coaster:
- Ride Duration: 2 mins
- No. of Block Sections: 4 
- Number of Trains: 3 
- Theoretical Hourly Ride Capacity : 1440 pax/hr



Choosing to pursue his side-passion, Heracles has recently founded Heracles' Gymnasium & 
Diner. Guests dine surrounded by real-life Greek gods training for their next competition. At 
regular intervals, the gods will perform for the guests, reenacting scenes from their favorite 
myths. For those seeking an authentic experience, the menu for the Gymnasium features a 
Mediterranean-style section with many traditional Greek dishes. The menu also includes 
many classic American-style restaurant meals, from salads to soups and from burgers to 
pizza, as well as alternative dining options for those with food restrictions.

Heracles’ Gymnasium & Diner

Sample menu


